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Abstract

This paper focuses on optimization problems whose constraints comprise a network of

binary and ternary linear inequalities. These constraints are often encountered in the fields of

scheduling, packing, layout, and mining. Alone, small-neighborhood local search algorithms

encounter difficulties on these problems. Indeed, moving from a good solution to another

requires small changes on many variables, due to the tight satisfaction of the constraints.

The solution we implemented in LocalSolver is a kind of constraint propagation: when

the solution obtained after a local transformation is infeasible, we gradually repair it, one

constraint at a time. In order to extend the local transformation rather than cancel it, we

impose never to go back on the decision to increase or decrease the value of a variable. We

show that the success of this repair procedure is guaranteed for a large class of constraints.

We apply this method to several scheduling problems, characterized by precedences and

disjunctive resource constraints. We give numerical results on the Job Shop, Open Shop and

Unit Commitment Problems, and show that our repair algorithm dramatically improves the

performance of our local search algorithms.

Keywords: Constraint propagation – Local search – Repair algorithm – Solver – Disjunc-

tive scheduling

1 Introduction

LocalSolver is a global mathematical programming solver, whose goal is to offer a model-and-run

approach to optimization problems, including combinatorial, continuous, and mixed problems, and

to offer high quality solutions in short running times, even on large instances. It allows practitioners

to focus on the modeling of the problem using a simple formalism, and then to defer its resolution

to a solver based on efficient and reliable optimization techniques, including local search (but also

linear, non-linear, and constraint programming). As described in [5] and [10], the local search

components in LocalSolver are mostly based on small neighborhoods (flips, shifts, insertions, ...).

In this paper, we mainly target constraints defined by linear inequalities between two or three

variables, and disjunctions and chains of such inequalities. Many scheduling problems comprise

such a network of binary or ternary inequalities. For instance, the Job Shop Problem [9] is char-

acterized by precedences and disjunctive resource constraints. However, this kind of structure is

also typical of packing, layout, and mining problems.

These problems are highly constrained: in a good solution of a Job Shop instance, the prece-

dences and disjunctive resource constraints are often very tight. Because of that, moving from a

solution of makespan x to a solution of makespan x − 1 requires a lot of small changes on many

integer variables – the start times of the tasks. Being able to move from a good feasible solution

to another using random small neighborhoods is then very unlikely: one would have to randomly

target the right set of integer variables and to randomly shift them all by the right amount. For

these reasons, the algorithms described in [10] encounter serious difficulties on these problems. In
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the vast literature on job-shop scheduling by local search (for example [4], [15] and [18]), these

difficulties are overcome by exploiting higher level dedicated solution representations, such as the

disjunctive graph. In this work, we aim at keeping the modeling elements simple and we wish to

target other problems as well. Hence, we focus on the direct integer variable representation.

To tackle this problem, we designed a solution repair algorithm based on constraint propagation:

a promising but infeasible solution is gradually repaired, one constraint at a time. This gradual

procedure can be compared to ejection chains algorithms, originally proposed by Glover (1996)

[11] to generate neighborhoods of compound moves for the Traveling Salesman Problem, and more

recently studied by Ding et al. (2019) [6] in the context of scheduling problems. With powerful

moves enhancing the local search, these methods yield great results. Our repair mechanism can

also be compared to the min-conflicts heuristic introduced by Minton et al. (1992) [14] to solve

CSPs, and more recently applied to the field of scheduling by Ahmeti and Musliu (2018) [1]. This

method consists in creating a complete but inconsistent assignment for the variables of a CSP, and

to repair the constraint violations until the assignment is consistent. The min-conflicts heuristic

corresponds to selecting a variable involved in a violated constraint, and setting its value to the

one minimizing the number of outstanding constraint violations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally introduces our repair mechanism. Our

method is simpler than the ones mentioned above, since we repair the violated constraints in the

order we encounter them, by changing the values of the involved variables just enough to repair

the current constraint. However, it yields satisfactory results in practice, has strong theoretical

properties, and has the advantage of being very fast, which is crucial to integrate it in a high-

performance solver. In Sections 3 and 4, we apply our method to binary constraints on Boolean

and numeric variables respectively. We show that some constraints have very strong properties

ensuring that the repair mechanism will succeed, and we characterize such constraints. In Section

5, we introduce some more complex constraints: disjunctions and chains, for which we adapt our

repair mechanism. In Section 6, we introduce ternary constraints. Finally, we give numerical

results in Section 7. We apply our method to the Job Shop, Open Shop, and Unit Commitment

Problems, on which the repair procedure dramatically improves the performance of our local search

algorithms.

2 Repair mechanism: definitions and general algorithm

In this section, we formally describe the repair mechanism implemented in LocalSolver to supple-

ment its local search algorithms, which consists in gradually repairing an infeasible solution, one

constraint at a time.

Definition 1 (Constraint). A constraint is a relation on variables of an optimization problem

that a solution must satisfy. It is characterized by its feasible set, which is a subset of the Carte-

sian product of the domains of its variables. The set of variables involved in a constraint C is

denoted var(C).
In the remainder of the paper, when the context is clear, a constraint can refer either to its

defining equation or to the related feasible set.

We consider any iteration of the local search, and we assume that this iteration starts from an

initial feasible solution, denoted S0, in which each variable X has an initial value x0, and an initial

domain DX = [x, x]. A local transformation is applied to S0: we now have a solution S, that we

assume to be infeasible. The value of each variable X in the current solution is denoted x.

Property 1 (No backtracking). To ensure that the repair mechanism extends the local transforma-

tion rather than cancel it, we impose never to go back on a previous decision. In other words, if a

variable has already been modified (in the local transformation, or when repairing a constraint), it

can be modified again in the same direction, but it cannot be modified in the opposite direction.

Then, a modification of a variable’s value is equivalent to a domain reduction: when it increases

(resp. decreases), its lower (resp. upper) bound is adjusted accordingly.

Because of Property 1, the repair phase is equivalent to a kind of constraint propagation,

whose filtering algorithm will be referred to as “half bound consistency” (HBC) in the remainder
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of the paper. Indeed, while the initial domain of each variable X is DX = [x, x], it will be

reduced by successive modifications of one of its bounds only throughout the propagation. The

first modification of X’s value x (in the local transformation, or during the propagation) determines

which of X’s bounds will have its modifications propagated. Therefore, throughout the iteration,

a variable X’s non empty domain is always of the form [x, b] or [b, x], with b ∈ [x, x].

We now describe the repair procedure. It is also provided in pseudo-code form in Algorithm 1.

After the local transformation is performed, all the constraints involving a variable that has just

been modified (variables X such that x 6= x0) are put in the propagation queue.

While the queue is non empty, we apply the HBC filtering algorithm on its front constraint C,
as follows. If C is already verified, it is skipped. Otherwise, we compute a new domain for each

variable x ∈ var(C), whose tighter bounds are chosen to ensure its consistency towards C. If at

least one of these reduced domains is empty, then C cannot be repaired: the propagation fails, and

the constraints remaining in the propagation queue are ignored. Else, each variable X ∈ var(C) is

assigned a new value x′. If x is still in X’s reduced domain, then x′ = x. If not, x′ is the value of

the reduced domain that is closest to x: it is one of X’s reduced bounds. Thus, x′ is the projection

of x on X’s reduced domain.

We now consider the solution S ′, in which each variable X ∈ var(C) takes the value x′. If this

solution satisfies C, the domain reductions are propagated: for each variable X ∈ var(C) such that

x 6= x′, its new bound x′ is propagated (its other bound being left unchanged), and every other

constraint involving X is added to the propagation queue. If S ′ violates the constraint, then there

exists several ways to repair it, and several ways to choose a new valid value for the variables, none

of which is supposedly better than the others. We detail how we deal with this situation in the

following sections: we show that this situation never occurs for certain classes of constraints, and

we explain how we randomly repair the more complex constraints.

When the queue is empty, either the propagation fails because there exists no feasible solution

respecting the decisions of the local transformation, and the algorithm reverts back to its initial

solution S0, or a feasible solution is found. In the latter case, for each variable, if its domain has

been reduced, then each of these reductions corresponded to a modification of the same bound,

and its current value is equal to this modified bound.

Algorithm 1 An iteration of local search

Require: initial feasible solution S0

local transformation on S0: current solution S
q ← {C : ∃X ∈ var(C), x 6= x0}
while q 6= ∅ do

C ← q.pop()

(We now apply the half bound consistency (HBC) filtering algorithm on C)

if C verified then

continue

end if

∀X ∈ var(C), D′X ← reduction of DX regarding C
∀X ∈ var(C), x′ ← projection of x on D′X : solution S ′
if ∃X, D′X = ∅ then

C cannot be repaired, propagation fails: break

else if S ′ infeasible then

several ways to repair C (see Sections 3, 4, 5, 6 for precisions)

else

q ← q ∪ {C′ 6= C : ∃X ∈ var(C) ∩ var(C′), x 6= x′}
∀X ∈ var(C), x′ > x (resp. x′ < x), update X’s lower (resp. upper) bound x′

S ← S ′ : ∀X ∈ var(C), x← x′

end if

end while

if failed then

revert to S0

end if
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3 Repair of binary constraints on Boolean variables

We first focus on the simple case of binary constraints on Boolean variables (leq, nand, or, xor):

X ≤ Y ; X + Y ≤ 1; X + Y ≥ 1; X + Y = 1

When considering Boolean variables, Property 1 implies that each variable can only be modified

once during each iteration of the local search. This implies that every time a violated constraint

is propagated, there exists at most one way to repair it. Indeed, since the constraint is in the

propagation queue, at least one of its variables must have been modified. Then, this variable

cannot be modified again, and the constraint may only be repaired by changing the other one.

This procedure is similar to one iteration of the limited backtracking algorithm [8] for the 2-SAT

Problem. We start from a solution where the variables that have already been modified by the

local transformation have a definitive value, and the others only have a temporary value. When

applying the HBC filtering algorithm on a violated constraint, two configurations arise. Either

only one of the two Boolean variables already has a definitive value, and the other one is assigned

the definitive value that repairs the constraint, or both variables already have a definitive value,

and the propagation fails because the constraint cannot be repaired. The difference between the

limited backtracking algorithm and ours is that we never take arbitrary decisions on which we can

backtrack if we encounter a constraint that we cannot repair. Indeed, these arbitrary decisions

were taken during the local transformation, which we choose not to reconsider.

Proposition 1. If there exists a feasible solution that respects the decisions of the local transfor-

mation, the repair algorithm is guaranteed to find it.

Sketch of proof. This ensues from the similarity between our repair algorithm on binary Boolean

constraints and the limited backtracking algorithm. See [8].

Example 1. We consider a small problem with three Boolean variables X, Y and Z, and three

binary Boolean constraints C1 : X +Y ≤ 1, C2 : Y +Z ≥ 1 and C3 : X ≥ Z. We assume that the

initial feasible solution S0 is such that x0 = 0, y0 = 1 and z0 = 0. We assume that after the local

transformation, the current solution S is infeasible and verifies x = 1, y = y0 = 1 and z = z0 = 0.

The propagation takes place as follows:

– Modification of X (local transformation) ⇒ q = {C1, C3}.
– Propagate C1 : X + Y ≤ 1. Repair: y = 0. Modification of Y ⇒ q = {C3, C2}.
– Propagate C3 : X ≥ Z. Already verified ⇒ q = {C2}.
– Propagate C2 : Y + Z ≥ 1. Repair: z = 1. Modification of Z ⇒ q = {C3}.
– Propagate C3 : X ≥ Z. Already verified ⇒ q = ∅.

A feasible solution was found: x = 1, y = 0, z = 1.

4 Repair of binary constraints on numeric variables

We now consider binary constraints on numeric variables. First, we describe the specific binary

constraints actually propagated in LocalSolver. We then characterize the more general form of

binary constraints verifying useful properties.

4.1 Repair of binary linear inequalities on numeric variables

In addition to binary Boolean constraints, we consider inequalities of the form

aX + bY ≤ c

where X and Y are integer or real variables, and a, b and c are any constants.

Remark 1. The special case where a = 1 and b = −1 corresponds to the generalized precedence

constraints encountered in scheduling problems.
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Repair mechanism. The propagation of these binary linear constraints follows the general

repair algorithm described in Section 2. In more concrete terms, the application of the HBC

filtering algorithm to a constraint C: aX + bY ≤ c takes place as follows. If the inequality is

already verified, its propagation is skipped. If the variables cannot be shifted enough in the right

direction to repair C, the propagation fails. Else, if only one of the variables can be shifted in the

right direction (X by symmetry), the algorithm applies the only necessary and sufficient change

on X to repair C: X ← c−by
a . We show in Section 4.2 that the initial solution S0 being feasible

ensures that the last possible case – both variables being able to move in the right direction – never

actually happens.

4.2 Properties on binary linear inequalities

Property 2. If the initial solution S0 is feasible, then there exists at most one way to repair the

constraint C: aX + bY ≤ c.

Proof. Let aX + bY ≤ c be a violated constraint. Then ax + by > c. Let us assume that there

exists several ways to repair the constraint, which implies that both X and Y can be shifted in

the repair direction. Therefore ax ≤ ax0, by ≤ by0, and ax0 + by0 > c : the constraint was also

violated in the initial solution.

Property 3. If the initial solution S0 is feasible, and if there exists a feasible solution compatible

with the local transformation’s decisions, then the algorithm is guaranteed to find it.

Sketch of proof. The proof comes from Property 2: whenever a violated constraint is encountered

during the propagation, there exists exactly one necessary and sufficient way to repair it. Then, the

algorithm can never take a “wrong” decision that would prevent it from finding a feasible solution

at the end.

4.3 Characterization of repairable binary constraints

In this section, we describe a condition on any binary constraint that ensures that, if there exists

a feasible solution that respects the decisions of the local transformation, the propagation will

succeed. Since this property ensures a high efficiency in the repair procedure, it is greatly desirable.

As seen in Section 4.2, this property is verified if and only if there always exists a necessary way

to repair each encountered constraint. Indeed, if not, there is no indication as to which possible

repair is the “right” one. As described in Section 2, when applying the HBC filtering algorithm on

a constraint, we consider the solution in which the value of each variable X is the projection of its

current value x on its reduced domain. If this solution is feasible, then it is a necessary repair.

We then introduce a condition on any binary constraint that ensures that if there exists a

solution, then the projection of their current value on their reduced domains is a feasible solution.

Definition 2 (Minimal repair). Let us consider a repair of an infeasible solution (x, y) into a

feasible solution (x′, y′). This repair is minimal if any intermediate solution (λx+ (1− λ)x′, µy +

(1− µ)y′) with λ, µ ∈]0, 1[ is infeasible.

Remark 2. A minimal repair is not always necessary. For example, two solutions (x, y1) and (x, y2)

with y1 < y < y2 can both correspond to a minimal repair.

Definition 3 (Biconvex constraint). A binary constraint C on real variables X and Y is called

biconvex if {
∀x ∈ DX , Cx = {y ∈ DY : (x, y) ∈ C} is convex

∀y ∈ DY , Cy = {x ∈ DX : (x, y) ∈ C} is convex

A binary constraint C on integer variables X and Y is called biconvex if{
(x1, y1) and (x2, y1) feasible ⇒ ∀x̃ ∈ [x1, x2], (x̃, y1) feasible

(x1, y1) and (x1, y2) feasible ⇒ ∀ỹ ∈ [y1, y2], (x1, ỹ) feasible
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Definition 4 (Path-connected constraint). A binary constraint C on real variables X and Y is

path-connected if for any two feasible solutions (x, y) and (x′, y′), there exists a continuous feasible

path between them. That is:

∀(x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ C, ∃f : [0, 1]→ C continuous, f(0) = (x, y), f(1) = (x′, y′)

A binary constraint C on integer variables X and Y is path-connected if for any two feasible

solutions (x, y) and (x′, y′), there exists a path of feasible “neighbor”1 solutions between them. That

is:

∀(x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ C, ∃{f0, ..., fn} ∈ C,
{
f0 = (x, y), fn = (x′, y′)

∀i < n, ‖fi − fi+1‖∞ ≤ 1

Lemma 1. If a binary constraint C on integer or real variables X and Y is biconvex and path-

connected, then for any two feasible solutions (x, y) and (x′, y′), there exists a path of feasible

solutions (x̃, ỹ) such that x ≤ x̃ ≤ x′ (resp. x ≥ x̃ ≥ x′) and y ≤ ỹ ≤ y′ (resp. y ≥ ỹ ≥ y′).

Such a path will be referred to as “bounded feasible path”.

Proof. By symmetry, we assume x ≤ x′. Let D = {(x̃, ỹ) : x̃ ≥ x} and C′ = C ∩ D. Since C is

path-connected, for any two points A and B in C′, there exists a path f from A to B in C. Let us

assume that f contains a point in C \D. Then, A and B both being in D, f crosses D’s border an

even number of time (and at least twice). Let (x, y1) and (x, y2) ∈ C′ be the first and last of the

intersection points. Since C is biconvex, ∀ỹ ∈ [y1, y2], the solution (x, ỹ) is feasible. We can then

define a new path f ′ from A to B, which is equal to f except between (x, y1) and (x, y2), where it

is equal to this segment. f ′ is entirely in C′.

A

B

(x, y1)

(x, y2)

C

C ′

x̃ ≥ x

f

f ′
A

B

(x, y1)

(x, y2)

C

C ′

x̃ ≥ x

f

f ′

Figure 1: Bounded feasible path – real (left) and integer (right) variables

C′ is then path-connected (Figure 1). By extension, the intersection of C and the rectangle

formed by the two diagonal points (x, y) and (x′, y′) also is.

Proposition 2. If a binary constraint C on integer or real variables X and Y is biconvex and

path-connected (and closed in the case of real variables), and if it is possible to repair it, then it

admits a necessary repair. This repair consists in projecting the variables on their reduced domains.

Proof. We assume that the initial solution (x0, y0) is feasible.

1. First, we assume that only X’s value has changed: when the constraint C is propagated, the

current solution (x, y0) is infeasible (by symmetry, we assume x > x0).

(a) It is impossible to repair the constraint by shifting X only:

If there exists (x1, y0) ∈ C with x1 > x, then since C is biconvex, we also have (x, y0) ∈ C,
which contradicts our initial assumption.

(b) If there exists a feasible solution (x, y), then there exists exactly one minimal repair

shifting only Y :

Let us assume that there exists y > y0 and y′ < y0 such that (x, y) ∈ C and (x, y′) ∈ C.
Since C is biconvex, then (x, y0) ∈ C, which contradicts our initial assumption. Then,

there exists at most one minimal repair shifting only Y .

1Two solutions (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are neighbors when ‖(x1, y1)− (x2, y2)‖∞ ≤ 1 ⇔ |x1 − x2| ≤ 1 and
|y1 − y2| ≤ 1
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If there exists a feasible solution (x, y) (with y > y0, by symmetry), then C ∩ {(x, ỹ) :

y0 < ỹ ≤ y} being either closed (in the case of real variables) or finite (in the case of

integer variables), there exists a minimal repair shifting only Y .

(c) If there exists a way to repair the constraint by shifting both variables, then there exists

a minimal repair shifting only Y , which consists in projecting Y on its reduced domain:

Let us assume that there exists x′ > x and y′ (by symmetry, y′ > y0 can be assumed)

such that (x′, y′) ∈ C. According to Lemma 1, there exists a bounded feasible path f

from (x0, y0) to (x′, y′), and f contains a point (x, y1) with y0 < y1 ≤ y′. Since y1 ≤ y′,
there exists exactly one minimal repair increasing the value of Y . According to 1b, there

exists exactly one minimal repair shifting only Y .

Paragraphs 1c and 1b prove that if there exists a feasible solution (x′, y′) with y′ > y0 (resp.

y′ < y0), then ∀x̃ ≥ x, ∀ỹ ≤ y0 (resp. ∀ỹ ≥ y0), the solution (x̃, ỹ) is infeasible. Therefore,

there exists exactly one minimal repair (x, y?), verifying y? > y0, and y? is the projection of

Y on its reduced domain.

2. We now assume that both variables have been shifted: when the constraint is propagated,

the current solution (x, y) is infeasible (by symmetry, we assume x > x0 and y > y0).

We show, as illustrated in Figure 2, that if it is possible to repair the constraint, then there

exists a minimal repair shifting only one of the variables.

(x0, y0)

(x′, y′)

(x, y)(x1, y)

(x, y1)

(x, y?)

C

f

(x′′, y)

f ′

(x0, y0)

(x′, y′)

(x, y)(x1, y)

(x, y1)

(x, y?)

C

f

(x′′, y)

f ′

Figure 2: Necessary repair – real (left) and integer (right) variables

We assume that the constraint is repairable: there exists x′ ≥ x and y′ ≥ y such that

(x′, y′) ∈ C. According to Lemma 1, there exists a bounded feasible path f from (x0, y0) to

(x′, y′), and f contains two points (x, y1) and (x1, y), verifying x0 ≤ x1 ≤ x′ and y0 ≤ y1 ≤ y′.
If y1 > y, then, according to Lemma 1, there exists a bounded feasible path f ′ from (x0, y0)

to (x, y1), and f ′ contains a point (x′′, y) such that x0 ≤ x′′ < x. Since C is biconvex, ∀x̃ ≥ x,

we have (x̃, y) /∈ C. Since (x1, y) is feasible, we have x1 < x. Likewise, if x1 > x, then y1 < y.

By symmetry, let us assume y1 > y: the feasible solution (x, y1) respects the decisions of

the local transformation, but (x1, y) does not. Then, there exists exactly one minimal repair

increasing the value of Y , and exactly one minimal repair shifting only Y .

As in 1, there exists exactly one minimal repair (x, y?), verifying y? > y0, and y? is the

projection of Y on its reduced domain.

5 Repair of disjunctions and chains of binary linear inequal-

ities on numeric variables

In addition to the previously mentioned constraints, we now consider disjunctions of inequalities

of the form ∨
i

(aiXi + biYi ≤ ci)
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where the Xi and Yi are integer or real variables, and the ai, bi and ci are any constants, as well

as chains of inequalities of the form∧
i

(
aXL[f(i)] + bXL[g(i)] ≤ cL[h(i)]

)
where X is an array of integer or real variables, L is a list variable (representing an ordering), and

a, b and the elements of the array c are any constants.

Remark 3. When the ai (resp. a) equal 1 and the bi (resp. b) equal -1, these constraints describe

packing or disjunctive resource constraints (tasks taken two by two in a disjunction, or ordered in

regard of the list variable in a chain).

Example 2. Disjunctive resource constraints – non-overlapping of tasks scheduled on the same

machine – are often encountered in the field of scheduling. When the number of tasks n on a

resource is fixed, its disjunctive nature can be described by using O(n2) disjunctions of precedences:

∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (Sj ≥ Si + di) ∨ (Si ≥ Sj + dj)

where Si and di, respectively, denote the start time (variable) and the duration (fixed) of a task

i. In this formulation, we consider that if two tasks i and j are scheduled on the same machine,

either j starts after the end of i, or the opposite.

However, by using a chained constraint, we can reduce the number of constraints to O(n).

Indeed, in any feasible solution, the tasks are scheduled in a certain order. We can then formulate

the constraint with a list variable L: the value of the list variable is a permutation, defining the

order of the tasks.

∀1 ≤ i < n, SL[i+1] ≥ SL[i] + dL[i]

In this formulation, we consider that the (i+ 1)-th task scheduled on the machine must start after

the end of i-th task, creating a chained constraint of size O(n).

Repair mechanism. When the constraints of the problem comprise disjunctions or chains, the

properties listed in Section 4.2 do not hold anymore. Indeed, these constraints rarely admit a

necessary repair. In order to efficiently repair them, we use a repair algorithm slightly different

from Algorithm 1: the filtering algorithm we apply is based on random choices rather than on

projections alone.

Repair of a disjunction. We assume that a disjunction is violated. Since a priori none of the

inequalities of the disjunction should prevail over the others, the algorithm chooses one at random

and tries to repair it. If it cannot be repaired, it tries to repair the subsequent one, and so forth.

If none of them can be repaired, the propagation fails.

Let aX + bY ≤ c be the inequality that was randomly chosen for repair in the disjunction. If

only one of its variables can be shifted in the repair direction, then the constraint is repaired as

described in Section 4.1. It is also possible that both variables can be shifted in the repair direction,

since the chosen inequality may not have been the one that was respected in the initial solution

S0. If so, the algorithm randomly chooses how to shift them. Let ∆ be the distance to feasibility:

∆ = aX + bY − c, and let δX and δY be the shares of the repair respectively attributed to X and

Y , verifying δX + δY = ∆. The algorithm has four equiprobable ways to repair the constraint:

either X repairs it alone (δX = ∆), or Y repairs it alone (δY = ∆), or X and Y equitably share

the repair (δX = δY = ∆
2 ), or X and Y randomly share the repair (δX = random(1,∆ − 1) and

δY = ∆− δX).

Repair of a chain. Violated chains are repaired one index at a time. When considering one

inequality of the chain, the repair procedure is very similar to that of an inequality of a disjunction.

Property 4. If there exists a solution that respects the decisions of the move, there is always a

non-zero probability for the propagation to succeed, depending on whether the algorithm always

takes the “right” random decisions.
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Example 3 (Scheduling problem). We consider a scheduling problem with three tasks. Task t, of

duration 3 and release date 1, and task t′, of duration 2, must not overlap, and must both be

scheduled before task t′′, of duration 4. There are three integer variables S, S′ and S′′ (start times

of the tasks), two precedences P1: S−S′′ ≤ −3 and P2: S′−S′′ ≤ −2, and one disjunctive resource

constraint R: (S − S′ ≤ −3) ∨ (S′ − S ≤ −2). We assume that the initial feasible solution S0 is

such that s0 = 1, s′0 = 4 and s′′0 = 6. We assume that after the local transformation, the current

solution S is infeasible and verifies s = s0 = 1, s′ = s′0 = 4 and s′′ = 5. The propagation can take

place as follows:

– Modification of S′′ (local transformation) ⇒ q = {P1,P2}.
– Propagation of P1 : S − S′′ ≤ −3. Already verified ⇒ q = {P2}.
– Propagation of P2 : S′ − S′′ ≤ −2. Repair: s′ = 3. Modif. of S′ ⇒ q = {R}.
– Propagation of R : (S−S′ ≤ −3)∨ (S′−S ≤ −2). Repair (randomly chosen): s = 2, s′ = 0.

Modification of S and S′ ⇒ q = {P1,P2}.
– Propagation of P1 : S − S′′ ≤ −3. Already verified ⇒ q = {P2}.
– Propagation of P2 : S′ − S′′ ≤ −3. Already verified ⇒ q = ∅.

A feasible solution was found: s = 2, s′ = 0, s′′ = 5, as illustrated in Figure 3.

t t′ t′′

1 3 5 7 9

=⇒ tt′ t′′

1 3 5 7 9

Figure 3: Initial and repaired solutions

6 Repair of ternary linear inequalities on numeric variables

We extend the repair mechanism to ternary linear inequalities, and to disjunctions and chains of

such inequalities:
aX + bY + cZ ≤ d∨

i

(aiXi + biYi + ciZi ≤ di)∧
i

(
aXL[f1(i)] + bXL[f2(i)] + cYL[f3(i)] ≤ dL[f4(i)]

)
Remark 4. If all as and cs equal 1 and all bs equal -1, these constraints describe precedences and

disjunctive resource constraints on tasks of variable duration.

Repair mechanism. As in the previous section, when the current constraint is a ternary linear

inequality, or a disjunction or chain of such inequalities, there likely exists several minimal ways to

repair it. The filtering algorithm applied to these constraints is then non deterministic and based

on random choices as well.

Let aX + bY + cZ ≤ d be a violated constraint. If only one or two variables can be shifted

in the repair direction, the constraint is repaired like a binary linear inequality in a disjunction

(see Section 5). If all three variables can be shifted in the repair direction, the algorithm chooses

between eleven different repair methods. It can choose to repair the constraint by shifting one of

the variables only, or by shifting two variables: either equitably or randomly. Finally, it can choose

to repair it by shifting all three variables: either equitably or randomly.

The repair of disjunctions and chains of ternary inequalities is similar to that of disjunctions

and chains of binary inequalities, described in Section 5.

7 Numerical results

7.1 Repair of binary constraints in shop scheduling problems

In this section, we consider the Job Shop and Open Shop Problems. In both problems, n jobs are

divided into m activities each – one activity per machine. The machines are disjunctive, which
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can be modeled using either O(mn2) disjunctions or O(m) chains of size O(n). In the Job Shop

Problem, the activities of each job are ordered: there are O(n2) precedences, whereas in the Open

Shop Problem, the jobs can be viewed as disjunctive resources. In both problems, the goal is to

minimize the makespan.

In Table 1, we compare the performance of LocalSolver with and without our repair mechanism1

on three classic Job Shop instance classes: the FT class by Fisher and Thompson [9], the LA class

by Lawrence [13], and the ORB class by Applegate and Cook [3], as well as on a classic Open Shop

instance class by Taillard [17]. We give the average optimality gap with and without repairs, after

10 and 60 seconds of search.

Table 1: Optimality gap – Job Shop and Open Shop Problems

Instance Nb of Gap 10s Gap 60s

class instances No repairs Repairs No repairs Repairs

Job Shop

FT 3 73% 5% 15% 2%

LA 40 246% 8% 91% 3%

ORB 10 120% 6% 22% 3%

Open Shop

4× 4 10 41% 0.4% 41% 0%

5× 5 10 65% 2.7% 65% 1.3%

7× 7 10 102% 5.0% 93% 2.8%

10× 10 10 569% 7.2% 261% 3.8%

While positive, it can be noted that these results remain behind those of dedicated schedul-

ing algorithms or specialized methods (constraint-based scheduling, disjunctive graph-based local

search) presented for example in [16] and [19] for the Job Shop Problem, and in [12] for the

Open Shop Problem. However, as already mentioned, we are interested in more general forms of

disjunctions, and we wish to keep our modeling elements simple and non-specialized.

On average, 77% of the improving moves on the Job Shop instances, and 62% on the Open

Shop instances, gave a solution that was initially infeasible, but was successfully repaired by our

algorithm.

7.2 Repair of ternary constraints in the Unit Commitment Problem

In this section, we focus on the Unit Commitment Problem, recently studied in [7]. We study a

simplified version of the problem, where the level of production of each turned on unit is fixed to

its average production rate. We model the problem as follows: each production range on any unit

represents a task of variable duration. The constraints are chained disjunctive resource constraints:

two consecutive tasks scheduled on a same unit must be separated by at least the unit’s setup time.

Since both the start time and the duration of each task are decision variables, the constraints are

ternary.

In Table 2, we measure the performance improvement given by our repair algorithm in Local-

Solver (compared to results obtained when turning repairs off), in 10 and 60 seconds. We also give

the percentage of improving local transformations which needed repairing. We used the instances

from [2]: the number of units varies from 10 to 100, and the number of time steps is 24.

1So far, we always assumed that the iteration’s initial solution S0 was feasible, so as to guarantee certain desirable
properties. Yet, the repair mechanism can also be ap- plied when S0 is infeasible, with a lower probability of success.
Thus, it is also called in the early stages of LocalSolver’s local search, before a feasible solution is found.
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Table 2: Performance improvement – simplified Unit Commitment Problem

Nb units Nb instances Improv. 10s Improv. 60s % repaired moves

10 30 4% 3% 3%

20 27 7% 6% 3%

50 25 13% 10% 3%

75 19 12% 12% 4%

100 25 7% 14% 4%

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered a family of optimization problems, characterized by a network of binary

and ternary linear inequalities. We introduced a solution repair algorithm based on constraint

propagation, overcoming the difficulties met by small-neighborhood search algorithms. The two

main specificities of our propagation algorithm are that a domain reduction is only propagated if

it excludes the current value of the variable, and that each variable must always be shifted in the

same direction. We also described some desirable properties on the constraints, which ensure the

success of the repair procedure.

The main limitation of our approach is the possibility of failure on complex constraints repairs,

which incurs the withdrawal of the tentative move. However, this is largely tempered in practice

by the rapidity of the overall iteration process, which allows a huge number of moves to be tested

in a short time frame, and generally leads to successful repairs. As a result, its integration into

LocalSolver dramatically improves its performance on the targeted problems, not only on classic

scheduling problems such as the Job Shop, Open Shop and Unit Commitment Problems, but also

on some 3D packing and mining industrial instances.
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